
The information contained in this brochure is for general information purposes only. The information is provided by 

Swift Frame Ltd and whilst we have made every effort to keep the information up-to-date and correct, we make no 

representations or warranties of any kind, expressed or implied, about the accuracy, reliability, suitability or availability 

with respect to the information, products, services, or related graphics contained in the brochure for any purpose.

Also, whilst every effort has been made to illustrate the colour range of the products and related hardware to these products, 

due to the nature of litho print these representations are for guidance only and not to be taken as wholly accurate.
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From the UK’s most advanced PVCu Manufacturer

Let us exceed your expectations
With a world class product range and a service second to none, 
your expectations will be exceeded in every way

H I G H  Q U A L I T Y  P V C u    W I N D O W S     D O O R S    C O N S E R V A T O R I E S    O R A N G E R I E S    P O R C H E S

There are many factors to consider when choosing a company to improve your home and 
making the right choice can determine whether you are quite satisfied or totally delighted. 
As your Swift Frame Installer, you can be sure that the quality and choice of product we offer 
meets the highest industry standards. You can also be sure that the service you receive will 
be courteous, efficient and professional. 

And as all our products are made in the UK  by the nation’s leading Window 
manufacturer, you can also expect exceptional value for money.

We are always pleased to offer you all the help and advice you 

need as well as provide a Free survey and quotation .

Please see our contact details including website address on the 

back page of this brochure.
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H I G H  Q U A L I T Y  P V C u    W I N D O W S     D O O R S    C O N S E R V A T O R I E S    O R A N G E R I E S    P O R C H E S

As one of the county’s leading independent Window companys, 
we are committed to giving you the highest levels of service from 
the very beginning to the finishing touch. All of our products are 
tested in accordance with strict BBA guidelines and as such, we 
provide a comprehensive 10 year warranty for your peace of mind.

Choosing the right company
to improve your home

YEAR WARRANT Y

INTRODUCTION 3

All of our PVCu windows 
feature energy efficient glazing 
to help you save money and 
prevent greenhouse gases.

ENERGY EFFICIENT

High performace products designed to save energy



Introducing the world’s 
most stylish PVCu Window
From the UK’s most advanced PVCu Manufacturer

The BBA is the UK’s major authority 

offering the approval of construction 

products, systems and installers.

The Agrement Certificate for product 

approval involves testing as well 

as factory and on site inspections.

The number that is quoted on the 

certificate is totally unique to our 

product to give you the peace of 

mind and assurance that the window 

has been thoroughly tested.

MADE TO THE 
HIGHEST INDUSTRY

STANDARDS

Whilst your new Windows, Doors and Conservatory will give you many years of 

reliable and efficient use,  at the end of their working life they are fully recycleable 

and this process can be done up to 8 times giving the material an effective life 

span of over 200 years. Swift Frame also recycles the water that is used in the 

extrusion of PVC-u profiles, as well as all waste plastics, metals and paper.   

OUR COMMITMENT TO GREENER MANUFACTURING

ALL OUR WINDOWS AND DOORS CAN BE RECYCLED

Made in the UK to the highest industry standards

The windows and doors featured in this brochure are extruded, machined and 
assembled in the UK’s most advanced factory of it’s type. Swift Frame only extrude 
the profiles for themselves ensuring the finest tolerances are met.

The extrusion facility was extensively modernised recently with a multi million pound 
investment. Part of this investment was spent on the latest technology die’s to produce 
the decorative, high impact, multi chamber range of windows and doors that are both 
energy efficient and attractive.

All extruded profiles use the latest lead free compound using Calcium/Zinc stabilisers.
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SWIFT FRAME

Swift Frame’s manufacturing 
plant uses the latest technology

The product range is extruded, machined and assembled in the UK’s most advanced factory 
type that has been extensively modernised recently following a multi million pound investment.

As your Swift Frame Installer, we have been thoroughly approved and are 
highly qualified in all aspects of installation. We will fit your new Windows, Doors 

and Conservatory with the minimum amount of disruption with stunning results. 

Your Approved Window Installer

Swift Frame boast the most advanced manufacturing plant in the UK that was 
purposely designed to make windows and doors to the most exacting standards.

The fully automated production lines work to the finest tolerances using the very 
latest computer controlled, precision machinery and each window is individually 
manufactured to your order and thoroughly inspected prior to despatch. 
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Saving energy has never been so important - 
choosing an efficient window system is vital. 

An attractive, energy
efficient product range

uPVCu Window U values

In general terms, a U Value is the measurement of the rate of heat loss 
through a material.  This means that in all aspects of home design you 
should strive for the lowest U Values possible because the lower the U 
Value, the less heat will be needlessly escaping.

A single glazed window with standard glass will have a typical centre 
pane U Value of 5.6, whilst a modern PVCu double glazed window with 
standard glass will have a minimum U Value of 1.6

REDUCE ENERGY CONSUMPTION

SAVE ON ANNUAL HEATING COSTS

LOWER YOUR CARBON FOOTPRINT

COMBAT CLIMATE CHANGE

Besides the aesthetic appearance, for many people, one of the most important factors 
when choosing new PVCu windows is the energy saving qualities they offer.
Using state of art manufacturing methods and the highest grade of components, our  
PVCu Window range out performs most window systems to make your home a warm 
comfortable environment and give you a significant saving on your heating bill.

OUR WINDOWS ARE DESIGNED TO...

High performance Windows
that look stunning when installed
Whilst our windows are made to meet the highest energy saving 
standards, they are also designed to look  stunning when installed.
Whether you opt for the fully featured or the fully chamfered profile, 
you can be sure that the style you choose will perform in the most 
severe weather conditions as well as look good all year round.
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High performance Windows
that look stunning when installed

Efficient by design & technical innovation

To ensure your windows achieve an optimum Energy Rating, we recommend 
you opt for Coated glass, widely known as Low E, or low- emissivity glass. It has a 
transparent metallic coating that works in two ways to economise heating energy. 
The dual action coating reflects heat back into the room, whilst allowing heat and 
light from the sun (known as passive solar heat gain) to pass through. 

Ask your Sales advisor for Coated Glass options available to you.

2 durable weather Seals for outstanding performance

The unique construction of each seal is corded to withstand extremes of 
temperature and last the lifetime of the window.
It will also be immune to rotting, stretching and mould. When the window is 
closed, the seals on the external and internal frame and sash rebates combine 
to offer outstanding protection against the weather and noise pollution.

Key features include...

HIGH PROTECTION AGAINST ExTREME WEATHER

WILL LAST THE L IFET IME OF THE WINDOW ITSELF

HELPS TO REDUCE GENERAL NOISE POLLUTION

All of our Window styles feature 2 TPE weather seals 
to ensure the highest standards of thermal efficiency.

A

Our profiles are made to the highest industry standards and have 
achieved BBA certification. The PVCu multi chamber construction 
is lead free and designed to provide outstanding strength, thermal 
efficiency and accoustic performance. The PVCu profile also 
contains a U.V. stabiliser to prevent discolouration.   

MULTI-CHAMBER CONSTRUCTION

B GLAZING BEADS

The hollow glazing bead that houses the weather seals is co - extruded 
with a T.P.E. - Thermal Plastic Elastomer. Whilst proving a stable housing for 
the seals the beading is flexible enough to expand and contract in extreme 
weather conditions whilst providing maximum thermal protection. The choice 
of beading we offer depends on whether you opt for our fully chamfered or 
fully featured profile. 

The spacer bar separates the 2 panes of glass in a double glazed window. 
Currently, the most commonly used bar in most sealed units is Aluminium. 
However, in order to maximise thermal efficiency in a double glazed unit, we 
would recommend a warm edge spacer that is up to 20% more efficient at 
preventing heat transfer around the window.

Ask your Sales advisor for details on Spacer Bar options.

C THE SPACER BAR

A

D

B
C

D GLASS COATINGSSee page 19 for glazing bead options.
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Coated Glass is specially formulated to be extra clear and highly transparent 

compared to ordinary clear float glass used on many units. It maximises solar heat 

gain and natural light to optimise energy efficiency inside.

OUTER GLASSA

The inner glass of the sealed unit incorporates the latest advancement in thermally 

insulating glass coating technology. The result is that it effectively reflects long wave 

heat radiation back into a room, minimising heat loss through the glass.

INNER GLASSB

Using the Optimum Cavity Width of the sealed unit and housing it in a high quality 

Multichamber PVC frame construction helps to reduce heat loss and condensation.

CAVIT Y & FRAMEC

The Argon gas we use to fill the glazing cavity is far more energy efficient than 

commonly used air as it reduces the cold air coming in and restricts warm air going out.

ARGON GAS -  OPTIONALD

INSIDE

OUTSIDE

OUTSIDE

A

B

C

D

T E C H N I C A L  I N F O R M A T I O N

The Solar Heat Gain of a window is its ability to 
transmit Solar Energy ( heat from the sun ) into a 
room. Using a modern manufacturing process and 
adopting the latest technologies in Coated Glass and 
spacer bars, our windows will reflect heat generated 
from your house back into a room whilst allowing 
heat from the sun to enter your home.

MORE COMFORTABLE ROOMS
Better insulation means fewer cold spots 
and drafts near windows and doors

LESS CONDENSATION
The inner surface of the glass stays warmer
therefore reducing the chance of condensation

With clearer vision through your windows your curtains 
or Georgian Bars do not look discoloured

LESS TINT TO THE GLASS

LOWER FUEL BILLS
With the benefits of improved indoor heat retention and 
solar gain from outside, the cost of keeping your home 
nice and warm will be greatly reduced

Further benefits of Solar Heat gain...

N.B  Please note that condensation is a natural occurrence 

and can never be totally eradicated

INSIDEOUTSIDE

SOLAR HEAT FROM THE SUN 
PASSES FREELY INTO YOUR HOME

HEAT RETENTION

HEATING FROM YOUR
HOME IS RETAINED

SOLAR GAIN

Retaining heat
from the sun 

INSIDE

OUTSIDE

OUTSIDE



ENERGY EFFICIENCY

The Argon gas we use to fill the glazing cavity is far more energy efficient than 

commonly used air as it reduces the cold air coming in and restricts warm air going out.

Our Windows will reduce the 
amount of heat you need
With the ever increasing cost of energy, it’s now more important than ever to 
conserve the heat generated in your home. As most homes have wall and roof 
insulation, glazing and the efficiency of your windows remain the prime factor 
when calculating heat loss. 

Installing our energy efficient windows will positively reduce the amount of heat 
you need to generate and the result will be significant savings on your annual 
heating bill.

“Our energy efficient windows 
will significantly reduce your 
home heating requirements
and annual heating costs.”

With each high performance PVCu Window we produce, there are an 
infinite number of components that determine the Energy Efficiency of a 
particular style. Please ask your Sales Advisor as to what rating would suit 
your requirements best.

Window Energy Ratings (WER) are a guide to the energy performance 
of your windows. The British Fenestration Ratings Council (BFRC) window 
energy rating scheme checks all the components to ensure the final 
window achieves the energy efficient standard claimed. This means that 
you just need to look for the A-G ratings and remember A is best – the 
higher the energy rating, the more energy efficient it is.

The ideal Energy Rating for your home...

Save up to £315.00 a
year on Energy Costs
If your home is single glazed or your double-glazing was installed prior 
to April 2002 then you could be losing more heat than necessary and 
therefore money, literally out of the window. However, by switching to 
Energy Efficient Windows you can save energy and reduce your annual 
household heating costs by as much as £315.00 per annum.

Maximising Energy Efficiency
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Enhance your quality of life 
Our energy efficient windows will not only save you 
money, they’ll also reduce noise and increase security

From manufacture to professional 
installation, we are committed to...

Improving your home with our PVCu Windows will do far more than transform the look of 
your home. They will also make it warmer, more secure as well as reduce noise pollution. 
It all adds up to a more comfortable home and a peace of mind that only our 10 year 
comprehensive warranty can provide.

Whichever style you choose, you can be sure they will dramatically improve the look of 
your home and greatly add to its level of comfort.

Producing s ty l i sh ,  energy ef f ic ient  PVCu 
windows us ing the lates t  technology

Use only  the h ighes t  grade of  mater ia ls 
and components  f rom cer t i f ied UK suppl iers

Warranty your  new PVCu windows f rom fai lure
for  a comprehens ive 10 year per iod

 

YEAR WARRANT Y

If you live in a noisy city or near an airport or a busy 
road, noise pollution is inevitable and can have a 
negative impact on your health and well being.

The multi chamber construction of our window profile, 
with twin weather seals on the outer and inner edges 
and a sealed glass unit with a full 20mm space 
between the panes will greatly reduce outside noise 
pollution and enhance your quality of life.

LESS NOISE POLLUTION
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY

CO2 REDUCTION

Our Energy Efficient Windows 
make a world of difference
When you heat your house with oil, gas or coal, you also generate CO2. Even if you heat your house 

with electricity, the generation of the electrical power may also have emitted a certain amount of CO2. 

It is the way the world works but if like most people you would like to minimise the amount of CO2 that 

heating your home produces, fitting our energy efficient windows is a good move.

In the UK alone, up to 5 million tonnes of CO2 emissions could be saved each year if everyone  had 

Energy Efficient windows installed.
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“All of our PVCu windows 
feature energy efficient glazing 
to help you save money and 
prevent greenhouse gases.”

If you live in a single glazed house and install Energy Efficient Windows, you 

could reduce the energy you use by 0.30 tonnes or 18% - almost reaching 

the Government target of 20% reduction per household. Add to this other 

simple energy saving measures – such as insulating your home and turning 

down the central heating by 1° C - and you could be making a real impact 

on reducing your carbon footprint.

Taking steps to lower
your Carbon Footprint

All of our PVCu windows 
feature energy efficient glazing 
to help you save money and 
prevent greenhouse gases.

ENERGY EFFICIENT

Preventing Greenhouse Gas



A superb choice of Windows
that will transform your home
Attractive, high performance and extremely secure - 
from the UK’s leading PVCu Window manufacturer
Made in the UK to the highest industry standards, our range of PVCu 
windows combine good looks, energy efficiency and high security.

From the popular casement and bay window to the more contemporary 
bow and slider design, each one has been thoroughly tested and every 
window carries a full 10 year comprehensive warranty.

Tried and tested to withstand the test of time

Dual weatherseal for thermal efficiency

Multi chamber frame construction

Full 65 mm frame depth to house chamber 

Steel reinforcement to BBA standards

Fully welded profile joints to ensure durability

Casement style in Brilliant White with single Georgian bar

CASEMENT STYLE BOW  STYLE

12

SEE BACK PAGE FOR 
CONTACT DETAILS

FREE ADVICE  
 AND QUOTATION 



WINDOWS

Whatever the period or style of your home, we have 
a choice of Window styles that will complement its
character and blend in with existing features.

We also offer the option of having a fully featured or 
fully chamfered profile and there’s a comprehensive 
choice of finishes and glass options to individualise your 
windows and transform your home.

An attractive choice of styles to 
suit your home perfectly

SPECIF ICATION INCLUDES. . .

Superb choice of styles to suit the period of your home

Attractive range of profile colour and glass options 

Energy Efficient to retain heat and conserve energy

High Security multi point locking for peace of mind

See page 19 for style options

Casement style in Brilliant White with square lead glass option

BAY  STYLE SLIDING SASH STYLE TILT & TURN  STYLE
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SECURITY FEATURES   ... PAGE  36

ENERGY EFFICIENCY ... PAGE  6

CHOICE OF FINISH   ... PAGE  42

GLAZING OPTIONS   ... PAGE  40

STYLE OPTIONS   ... PAGE  19

STYLE, FINISH AND GLAZING

SECURITY & ENERGY FEATURES

All of our Window styles carry a 
comprehensive 10 year warranty

TOTAL PEACE OF MIND FOR 10 YEARS

YEAR WARRANT Y



SPECIFICATION INCLUDES...

Wide choice of colour finish - see page 42

High Performance weather seal protection

3 Security Options available - see page 36

Modern & Attractive
CASEMENT WINDOWS

Safe, stylish and secure - the casement
window is our most popular choice.

Good looks, high performance and designed to the highest industry 
standards, the casement window is a firm favourite and will greatly 
enhance your home whatever the period.

Pleasing on the eye and requiring minimal maintenance, all of our 
casement window designs are available in an attractive choice of finish 
to include Brilliant White, Rosewood, Mellow Oak and Schwarz Braun.

Casement style in Brilliant White with multi window openings

See page 42 for colour options

Casement style bay in brilliant white with Oxford style bar Below - Casement style in Brilliant White with multi window openings

14

Made in the UK to the highest industry standards



WINDOWS

High Performance
Energy Efficient Windows 
All of our window styles are manufactured to offer the latest in thermal 
performance and our casement range is no exception. From the coated glass 
and dual weatherseals to the 28mm sealed unit, every component that makes 
up our casement windows has been designed to provide the highest levels of 
performance and energy saving qualities.

Diamond LeadSquare Lead Colour overlay with lead Bevelled glass design

Glass design options

There’s more....ask your Sales advisor to show you the full range of  glazing optionsCasement style in Brilliant White with multi window openings

All of our casement windows 
feature energy efficient glazing 
to help you save money and 
prevent greenhouse gases.

ENERGY EFFICIENT

See page 6 for more information on energy conservation

So not only will your new windows transform your home, 
they will also conserve energy and save a significant 
sum on your annual heating bills.

Casement style in brilliant white with Astragal bar fanlights

Designed to your exact specification

Internally beaded for extra security

28mm sealed unit double glazing

Stainless Steel friction stay hinge

Galvanised steel reinforcement*

Ergonomic Locking Handles

*To BBA Standards

High Spec performance includes...
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Traditional style
Style with outstanding performance

BAY WINDOWS

This traditional style is a firm favourite that creates extra space 
and allows the light to pour into a room throughout the day. The 
configuration of the bay window is most suited to the casement 
design and available in a multi facet style to suit your home.

For that individual touch, we also offer a wide choice of lead 
or bevel designs for the glass.

See page 41 for examples of glass options

Above - modern Bay style in Brilliant white with Georgian Bar
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 5 facet bay style in Mellow Oak Bay style in Brilliant white with square lead

SPECIFICATION INCLUDES...

Suitable for Casement and Tilt & Turn styles

Attractive choice of colour finish  - see page 42

High Security to include multi point locking

High Performance weather seal protection 

SEE BACK PAGE FOR 
CONTACT DETAILS

FREE ADVICE  
 AND QUOTATION 



WINDOWS

An attractive choice for modern homes

Classic design
BOW WINDOWS

The Bow Window is ideal for modern properties and gives the 
illusion of depth to any room in your house. They also allow more 
light to enter your home as well as provide an attractive window cill. 

Style with outstanding performance

All of our Bay and Bow windows 
feature energy efficient glazing 
to help you save money and 
prevent greenhouse gases.

ENERGY EFFICIENT

See page 41 for examples of glass options

Diamond lead glass on Brilliant white 3 facet Bow Window 3 Facet box Style Bow Window in Rosewood

Bow style in Brilliant white with fanlights and decorative cornice

Both our Bay and Bow styles are available in a choice of multi - 
faceted designs with openers and fanlight combinations to suit 
your individual requirements. 
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Available in a choice of multi facet designs

Choose between fully featured or chamfered designs

Security locking handles fitted as standard

SPECIFICATION INCLUDES...

CHOICE OF FINISH   ... PAGE  42

GLAZING OPTIONS   ... PAGE  40

All of our Window styles carry a 
comprehensive 10 year warranty

TOTAL PEACE OF MIND FOR 10 YEARS

YEAR WARRANT Y



VERTICAL SL IDER AND T ILT  & TURN WINDOWS

Contemporary

Our Tilt & Turn windows offer a versatile alternative 

to our casement range - turn the handle once and 

the window tilts in for ventilation. Turn the handle 

further and the window hinges inwards for easy 

cleaning and escape in case of emergency.

Tilt & Turn Windows

Whilst our range of Vertical  Slider Windows

exude charisma and period charm, they are 

made to meet the needs of modern day  living 

with low maintenance, high security features.Wide choice of designs & style 

Can be used as an emergency exit

Easy to clean from inside your home

TILT & TURN  - SPECIFICATION

 VERTICAL SLIDER - SPECIFICATION 

Classic looks & modern technology combine

Our range of vertical sliding sash windows are classically designed with all the 
benefits of modern materials and 21st century manufacture. 
Unlike the wooden sash windows of Victorian times, our sash windows are made 
from high performance PVCu to provide strength, weather resistance and an easy 
smooth operation whilst retaining their elegant appearance to include mock horns.

With no painting or peeling to worry about, our sash window range will compliment 
the style of contemporary and period homes for many years.

Versatile and Easy to clean

Wide choice of window style - see page 44 

Attractive range of glass options - see page 41

Modern spring balances for smooth operation

High Performance weather seal protection 

Choice of chrome, brass or white finish hardware
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FREE ADVICE  
 AND QUOTATION 



Style options

CHAMFEREDFULLY FEATURED
The slim and classic lines of our Chamfered suite offer the 

latest in thermal performance, design and security . With 

an attractive choice of style, our chamfered design will 

enhance the period of your home for many years to come.

The Fully Featured profile has a convex beading known as 

‘Ovolo’ - see below. The origins of this distinctive moulding 

date from classical Greek and Roman architecture and 

became popular on stone windows during the 16th century.

FULLY FEATURED OR FULLY CHAMFERED

The featured Ovolo beading creates fine 

shadow lines to give a soft and pleasing 

look to any installation.

Ovolo beading

OVOLO BEADING FOR THE FULLY FEATURED WINDOW OVOLO

STYLE & PERFORMANCE

We offer a choice of fully chamfered or fully featured profiles
on all Window styles with the exception of our Tilt & Turn range 
that is made in chamfered style only. Both designs offer the latest 
in thermal performance and energy efficiency and are available 
in an attractive choice of colour finishes to include Brilliant White, 
Rosewood, Mellow Oak or Schwarz Braun.

SECURITY FEATURES     ... PAGE  36

CHOICE OF FINISH     ... PAGE  42

GLAZING OPTIONS     ... PAGE  40

Wide choice of  style and colour options 

High security multi point locking as standard

High performance weatherseals for thermal efficiency

See page 42 for examples of PVCu colour finish

BEVEL SCOTIA

WINDOWS 19



First impressions last longer
Our superb choice of Residential Doors combine 
style with the highest levels of integral security

SPECIF ICATION INCLUDES. . .

Wide choice of PVCu and Composite designs

High security to include multi point locking

High performance weather seals to retain heat

Attractive choice of colours and door furniture

FRONT DOOR BACK DOOR STABLE DOOR PATIO DOOR *

When choosing the right doors for your property you want them to look as though they 
were designed for the period of your home as well as incorporate the highest levels of 
security. You also want them to look good, perform well and last a long time.

A closer look at the choice of Residential doors we offer will reveal that our product range 
offers all of the above and more. From front doors, back doors to Patio, Stable and 
Bi-folding doors, we have the choice, colour and design to suit your home perfectly.

ATTRACTIVE CHOICE OF HIGH QUALITY FURNITURE

SEE PAGE 43 FOR FULL RANGE
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SEE BACK PAGE FOR 
CONTACT DETAILS

FREE ADVICE  
 AND QUOTATION 

10 Ye a r  Wa r r a n t Y

YEAR WARRANT Y

All of our Doors carry a comprehensive 10 

year warranty against warping, cracking 

and UV discolouration. 



PVCu Residential 
& Stable doors
Available in an attractive choice of full or half panel

SECURITY FEATURES   ... PAGE  38

CHOICE OF FINISH   ... PAGE  42

GLAZING OPTIONS   ... PAGE  40

FRENCH DOOR BI-FOLDING  DOOR*

Our range of PVCu Front doors are made to create a great first impression.
Manufactured to the same high standards as our PVCu window range, they 
come in an attractive choice of finish to include Brilliant White, Rosewood, 
Mellow Oak and Schwarz Braun - all with matching frames. 

Our  Stable Doors are designed so that the top half of the door can be 
opened whilst the bottom half remains securely shut - this style is particularly 
popular for customers with small children and /or pets.

PVCu Back Door PVCu Front door with side panel* Available in PVCu only

SPECIF ICATION INCLUDES. . .

Available in PVCu or Composite manufacture

Attractive choice of finishes  - see page 42

High Security Multi point locking - see page 38

Stunning range of glazing options - see page 40

All of our PVCu Doors feature 
energy efficient glass to help 
you save money and prevent 
greenhouse gases.

ENERGY EFFICIENT

DOORS 21



Composite doors
Great looks and highly durable, our Composite doors 
are available in a wide choice of colours and styles
Our Solidor range offers an outstanding choice of solid laminate timber core 
composite doors that combine classical, modern or contemporary styling with 
a full range of high security locking features.

Each door is completely encapsulated within a highly durable plastic edge 
banding and two thermoplastic door skins so you will never have to worry 
about painting or varnishing. 

Wide choice of Colour options  -  see page 42

Extensive Recycling programme - no landfill

Made in the UK to minimise carbon footprint

Lead free door skins and edge banding

For details on our full range of Composite Door styles please 
ask your Sales Advisor for our Composite Door brochure.

All of our Composite Doors 
are made from wood that 
is carefully sourced from 
sustainable forests.

CO2 FRIENDLY
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SPECIF ICATION INCLUDES. . .



Bi-fold doors

A Bi-Fold door allows air and light to flood into your home and really bring 
the outside in. As an alternative to French doors or Patio Doors they look quite 
stunning when open and are designed to function with simplicity and ease.

With sleek good looks and an ability to provide a clear, unobstructed opening 
to your garden, the Bi-Fold door is becoming increasingly popular especially for 
people with modern or contemporary style homes.

They are also suitable for internal use to separate the main home from a 
Conservatory or a dining room from a living room - when fully open, two rooms 
become one large living space to enjoy.

A stunning way to bring home & garden together

DOORS 23

Option of 2 to 6 door panel configuration

High Security to include Anti - lift device 

Smooth, durable rollers for easy action

Cushioning buffers top and bottom

Internally beaded for extra security

On all of our bi-fold doors, the cill and track are 

incorporated into the threshold which results in a 

slimline appearance and comfortable  access. 

SPECIF ICATION INCLUDES. . .

SECURITY FEATURES   ... PAGE  38

CHOICE OF FINISH   ... PAGE  42

GLAZING OPTIONS   ... PAGE  40

All of our bi-fold Doors feature 
energy efficient glass to help 
you save money and prevent 
greenhouse gases.

ENERGY EFFICIENT



Let the sunshine in and enjoy the view

Patio doors
Available in two, three or four pane configurations, an in-line sliding Patio 
Door is the most popular choice to bring home and garden together. 

It is also an ideal option for restricted openings where a hinged door would 
prove impractical. Made to the same high standards as our Window range, 
all of our Patio doors offer style and multi point locking features.

Choice of 2, 3 or 4 pane configurations 
 
High Security to include Anti - lift device 

Smooth, durable rollers for easy action

Cushioning buffers top and bottom

SECURITY FEATURES   ... PAGE  38

CHOICE OF FINISH   ... PAGE  42
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French doors
Continental style adds a touch of class

A classic design for traditional or contemporary properties, our choice of 
French doors offer all the benefits of a wide opening to your garden or a 
grand entrance as a front door to your home.

Available in a choice of PVCu or Composite, there’s a stunning choice of 
colour options too - White, Rosewood, Mellow Oak and Schwarz Braun for 
PVC- u and a wider choice for Composite.

See page 42 for colour options.

DOORS 25

Available in PVCu or Composite      
 
High Security locking to include hinge bolts

Attractive range of door furniture - page 43

Low threshold available for easier access

SPECIF ICATION INCLUDES. . .

All of our Patio & French Doors 
feature energy efficient glass 
to help you save money and 
prevent greenhouse gases.

ENERGY EFFICIENT

SEE BACK PAGE FOR 
CONTACT DETAILS

FREE ADVICE  
 AND QUOTATION 
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We have a superb  range of designs to choose 

from and once you have decided on style there 

are an infinite number of ways to individualise 

your Conservatory to include colour finish and 

attractive glazing options.

Individual style options

Once the preserve of the wealthy to cultivate exotic species of flora, the modern day 
conservatory has evolved to become the UK’s most popular home extension providing 
a versatile space that brings home and garden together in perfect harmony.

Your favourite room in the house
Having a Conservatory installed is one of the most rewarding 
home improvements you can make

Given the advances in coated glass technology and modern day insulation methods, 
it is also a place you can enjoy throughout the year.

See page 8 and 32  for more information on Coated Glass Technology.

Our Conservatories feature 
energy efficient glazing 
to help you save money and 
prevent greenhouse gases.

ENERGY EFFICIENT

H I G H  Q U A L I T Y  P V C u    C O N S E R V A T O R I E S    O R A N G E R I E S    P O R C H E S

Every conservatory we install is comprehensively warranted for 
a 10 year period. The warranty includes all aspects of building 

work to Local Authority standards 

YEAR WARRANT Y

PEACE OF MIND FOR 10 YEARS

SEE BACK PAGE FOR 
CONTACT DETAILS

FREE ADVICE  
 AND QUOTATION 

CHOICE OF FINISH   ... PAGE  42

  ... PAGE  40GLAZING OPTIONS

STYLE OPTIONS   ... PAGE  19

SECURITY FEATURES   ... PAGE  36

ENERGY EFFICIENCY ... PAGE  6
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However you intend to use your Conservatory, we are sure it will become a
very special place in your home and a peaceful retreat in which to relax.

And whilst you are enjoying the extra space it offers, you can be sure that your 
Conservatory has been built to the highest standards and will be an invaluable 
addition to your house for many years to come.

Time to relax....
Living room, dining room or just somewhere 
to unwind... it’s your special place

“The way to ensure summer 
in England, is to have it 
framed and glazed in a 

comfortable room”

Horace Walpole - 28th May 1774

SEE BACK PAGE FOR 
CONTACT DETAILS

FREE ADVICE  
 AND QUOTATION 
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Every aspect of your Conservatory will be 

designed to be environmentally friendly 

and in tune with nature. From the thermal 

performance of the windows and roof to 

the heat retaining qualities of the build, 

all will combine to offer the maximum in 

Energy efficiency and low running costs.

In tune with nature

There is no better way to enjoy the seasonal changes in your 
garden than from the comfort of a Conservatory.
With so many Window aspects, your Conservatory offers a 
unique panoramic view of the outside world whilst letting 
the natural light pour in even on the darkest of winter days.

Home & Garden      
in perfect harmony

Our Conservatories feature 
energy efficient glazing 
to help you save money and 
prevent greenhouse gases.

ENERGY EFFICIENT
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An exciting choice of style

The Lean-to The Victorian
The classic Victorian Conservatory is available as a 

3 or 5 facet design and offers that elegant period 

look complete with a choice of ridge cresting.

The lean-to design affords optimum space and is 

ideal for properties with a limited or difficult area in 

which to extend - they are also the classic choice 

for bungalows and houses with height restrictions.

The Edwardian

The clean and bold lines of the Edwardian/

Georgian Conservatory have a traditional 

appeal and often the favoured choice for those 

who live in older or period properties.

The conservatory of your dreams starts with choosing a design to suit your 
home and lifestyle. You also want to consider its size in proportion to your house 
and what aspect would be best in relation to the sun and your garden.

The Victorian is probably the most popular style of conservatory, with its elegant
period looks and choice of ridge cresting. Edwardian and Georgian are similar, 
but have square fronts rather than the angular front of the Victorian design.

Whichever style you choose, we offer an attractive choice of finish to 
complement the exterior of your home as well as the interior decor.

See page 42 for permutations of interior and exterior colour finish
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The P shape

The subtle combination of a Modern Lean-to and 

a Victorian design has created the dual aspect

 ‘P’ shape which is considered the ultimate 

choice for the larger Conservatory.  

The T shape Front Gable
The T-Shape conservatory is a combination of 

both Sunlounge and either Victorian, Edwardian 
or Gable-Front design and it’s style suits 

all house styles and bungalows.

The Gable Front  conservatory gives maximum 
living space for any given area. It suits most 

house styles and is ideal for houses with 
a  height restriction.

Creatively designed 
with you in mind...
From our modular designs below, there is every chance that one of them will 
be ideal. However, as every conservatory we install is made to measure, we 
can customise your choice to suit your individual requirements in every way.

FREE DESIGN & SURVEY
SEE BACK PAGE FOR CONTACT DETAILS



Coated Glass

10° Centigrade (18° Fahrenheit) - that’s 
the dramatic difference ‘Coated Glass’ 
can make to the internal temperature 
of a south-facing Conservatory in sunny 
weather that can make all the difference 
between a forbidding ‘furnace’ and a 
comfortable and relaxing room.

In winter, ‘Coated Glass’ performs in 
reverse - maximising heat retention so 
on long cold winter evenings you are 
able to spend more time enjoying 
your Conservatory. It also means, of 
course, that less energy is required to 
maintain a comfortable temperature.

It deflects heat in the summer... ...retains heat in the winter

‘Coated Glass’ has also been 
developed so that water runs clean 
away taking the dirt with it, so your 
Conservatory stays cleaner for longer, 
needs cleaning less often and is 
easier to clean due to reduced 
friction. Ask your Sales Advisor for 
details of this option.

Optional self cleaning.

Our Coated Glass contains a unique combination of metal oxide layers that 
are applied using a magnetically enhanced cathodic sputtering process 
under vacuum conditions. In English, the result is that the glass effectively 
reflects long wave radiation from your heating appliance back into your 
conservatory in winter whilst deflecting excessive Solar heat in the summer.

enerGY SaVInGS

The benefits of Coated Glass include...

With modern heating methods, efficient ventilation and the advances in Coated Glass 
technology, your conservatory can be a comfortable place to be in the height of 
summer as well as the depths of winter.

To help maintain an ambient temperature in your Conservatory throughout the year, 
we offer a choice of roof options to include Coated  Glass or Polycarbonate. 
Both are thermally efficient and designed to perform in extreme temperatures.

In summer, our coated glass will deflect 
approximately 70% of the solar energy ( heat 

from the sun ) back into the atmosphere.

In winter, the glass works in reverse by retaining 
heat generated from within your conservatory, 

thereby minimising the amount of heat you 
need to produce to be comfortably warm.
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Your special place
for all seasons



PVCu roof vent, manually 
or electrically operated 
(optional extra)

Most Polycarbonate roofs are tested 
to BBA standards and have a life 
expectancy of at least 25 years

Roof comprises structural grade 
aluminium capped and clad with  
PVCu for low maintenance.

Decorative glazing bar top caps 
feature twin co-extruded gaskets for 
even tighter weather sealing.

Optional vented ridge to 
allow good air circulation

Polycarbonate

Polycarbonate Benefits

Lightweight yet exceptionally strong, our 
Polycarbonate roof is a popular choice.

Polycarbonate is available in a choice of  
tints to complement your conservatory frame. 

COLOUR OPTIONS

The multichamber Polycarbonate roof is a popular choice and offers 
the benefits of being lightweight, virtually shatterproof and 200 times 
stronger than glass. Available in a variety of thickness it also provides 
excellent thermal and fire retardant properties.

Lightweight and virtually shatterproof

Available in an attractive choice of colours

Good thermal efficiency properties

Life expectancy of at least 25 years
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Professionally and carefully installed

Concrete 
footing

Hardcore

Concrete 
Blocks

Ground 
Level

Concrete 

Screed

D/P Membrane

Fibreglass 
insulation

Celcon Blocks

Plaster

Flooring Dwarf Wall 
Height

Brickwork

At the first stage of installation, our building team will undertake 
all foundation and basework to Local Authority Standard. 
They will then erect dwarf walling to match the existing stone, brick 
or render of your house when possible.

Footings

S E R V I C E S  T O  C O N S I D E R

The team that will undertake the installation of your Conservatory are all fully 
trained and highly experienced. All work will be undertaken to local authority 
standards and from the very beginning to the finishing touch, they will treat you 
with the utmost courtesy and your home with the respect it deserves.

Local Authority Planning Permission

Heating, ventilation and electrical points

Ceramic, stone or laminate flooring

Glass options to include coloured lead or bevel

Wide choice of extras for that individual touch

ASK YOUR SALES ADVISOR FOR DETAILS

P L A N N I N G  P E R M I S S I O N

In the unlikely event that you require 
planning permission to have your 
conservatory installed, your Swift Installer 
will either recommend a local architect to 
undertake all the necessary procedures 
with the planning authorities or undertake 
the application themselves on your 
behalf - please ask your Sales advisor 
for details of services offered

In every case, your installation will be carried out to Local Authority Standards with care and attention to every detail.

High quality building work to Local Authority Standards

Your home improvement is fully warranted for 10 years.

A courteous service with respect to you and your home.

Our Installation Service includes... Typical Base
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Finishing Touches
To complete the dream of having a tailor made 
Conservatory installed, we offer a wide range of 
attractive accessories for that individual touch.

The most popular accessories 

we offer include...

An attractive choice of Paddle Fans

Energy Efficient 12 volt Lighting

Matching Roof Vent Windows

Automatic air ventilation

Together with your choice of profile colour and glass 
preference, all will combine to make your conservatory 
a very special place that’s unique to you.

A roof lantern is a stylish alternative to a conventional Conservatory roof 

Available in a variety of sizes and finish to include, brass, white or chrome, a paddle fan 
will gently circulate the air in your conservatory on a warm summers day and can be 
operated by a pull chain or an infrared remote control

Downlighters create a soft ambient light in 
your conservatory and are available in a 
choice of brass, chrome or white finish.

A roof vent is an alternative way to 
circulate the air  in your conservatory 
on warm summer days.

N.B - Please note that the above images are for illustration purposes only

GLAZING OPTIONS   ... PAGE  40

CHOICE OF FINISH   ... PAGE  42
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SEE BACK PAGE FOR 
CONTACT DETAILS

FREE ADVICE  
 AND QUOTATION 



A superior system that offers real
protection against a home break in.

A choice of security features to suit your individual requirements.

Window Security

ESPAGNOLETTE ESPAGNOLETTE KEEP SHOOTBOLT X 2 SHOOTBOLT KEEP DEADLOCK INTERLOCKING HINGE

I N T E R N A L LY  G L A Z E D  T O  D E T E R  I N T R U D E R S

L O C K I N G  H A N D L E  A S  S T A N D A R D

Our internally glazed Windows are fitted with Espagnolette high security 
locking as standard. Optional shootbolt mechanism offers enhanced security 
that consists of 2 high tensile brass bolts and a high strength centre deadbolt 
which lock securely into ultra strong, rust free keeps.

The stylish and ergonomic design of our handle range will 
ensure years of reliable, trouble free use. Available in a 
choice of finish to include chrome, white, gold and black, 
each handle incorporates an easy action thumb press 
opening button and key operated lock.

The Window Security Options we offer include...

The security we offer on our Window range is designed to make life 
easier for you and virtually impossible for even the most determined thief.

A B C D E F G

OPTIONAL HINGE PROTECTION

A

B

C

D

ESPAGNOLETTE MUSHROOM CAM 

ESPAGNOLETTE MUSHROOM KEEP

OPTIONAL BRASS SHOOT BOLT LOCK

OPTIONAL HIGH IMPACT RESIN SHOOT BOLT KEEP

OPTIONAL DEADLOCK WITH KEY OPERATED HANDLE

INTERLOCKING HINGE

OPTIONAL HINGE PROTECTION

E

F

G
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Ask your Sales Advisor for advice on the most appropriate 
combination of security features to suit your home.

SEE BACK PAGE FOR 
CONTACT DETAILS



Upgrade to the latest Nico
system for the ultimate defence
As one of the UK’s leading hardware manufacturers, Nico’s range of window products have 
been designed to meet the very highest standards of security and through years of research 
and development have achieved BSI as well as BBA certification. 

The 6 point integral security system they produce is made from high tensile steel and in one 
easy handle action, up to 4 Mushroom cams are locked into place and shootbolts at the 
top and bottom of the window engage. The result puts window security onto a new level 
and it is highly recommended for the ultimate defence against a home break in.

™

STEEL SHOOTBOLT WITH 
INCREASED HOUSING DEPTH

LOCKING MUSHROOM CAM

HIGH IMPACT DOUBLE 
GLAZED SEALED UNIT

LOCKING MUSHROOM CAM

LOCKING MUSHROOM CAM

LOCKING HANDLE WITH 
THUMB & KEY ACTION

STEEL SHOOTBOLT WITH 
INCREASED HOUSING DEPTH

LOCKING MUSHROOM CAM

UP TO 4 HIGH SECURITY MUSHROOM CAMS 

2 SHOOTBOLTS ENGAGE TOP AND BOTTOM

THUMB OPERATED LOCKING HANDLE WITH KEY

The Nico Two TwinCam Shootbolt is designed for 
strength and reliability.  Manufactured in the UK to the 
most exacting standards the new lock provides an 
effective, secure locking system that has been tested 
to exceed the requirements of the recognised security 
standards BS7950 and Secure By Design.
 
It also has a special coating (supercoat 500) that 
enables it to achieve a grade 5 (exceptionally high 
resistance to corrosion) making it suitable for coastal 
and industrial use.

Tried and tested to exceed BS7950

MUSHROOM KEEPS

SHOOTBOLT KEEPS

WINDOW SECURITY 37



Door Security
An integral locking system to deter 
even the most persistent intruder

All Entrance Doors, Patio Doors and French Doors are fitted with 
a strong and effective rollercam locking mechanism as standard. 
An option of 2 or 4 hooklocks with anti - lift bars can be 
added for extra defence.

We take door security very seriously and as the first port of call for 
unwanted guests, we have designed a security system to keep them 
out in the cold and you safely inside. 

Paddock are one of the UK’s leading door security 
specialists offering a comprehensive range of locking 
features for Residential and French Doors.
From the security options illustrated below, some features 
are fitted as standard, other devices are optional, 
depending on the amount of security you require.

A choice of high security locking features to suit your needs

TOUGHENED
CENTRE BOLT

HOOKLOCK WITH
ANTI LIFT BAR

DEADLOCK LATCH OPTIONAL HINGEBOLTMULTIPOINT LOCK

A B C D E
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Peace of mind...     ...for you and your familyAsk your Sales Advisor for advice on the most appropriate 
combination of security features to suit your home.

SEE BACK PAGE FOR 
CONTACT DETAILS

All of our PVCu Doors feature 
energy efficient glass to help 
you save money and prevent 
greenhouse gases.

ENERGY EFFICIENT



STEEL HOOK

MULTI POINT LOCKING AS STANDARD 

TOUGHENED CENTRE BOLT 

HOOKLOCK  WITH ANTI LIFT BAR

DEADLOCK LATCH FITTED ON ALL DOORS

OPTIONAL  ANTI JEMMY HINGEBOLTS

A

B

C

D

E

ANTI LIFT BAR

PRE COMPRESSION ROLLER 
CAM KEEP

PRE COMPRESSION ROLLER

DEADLOCK LATCH

TOUGHENED CENTRE BOLT

KEY OPERATION FOR CENTRE BOLT

PRE COMPRESSION ROLLER 
CAM KEEP

PRE COMPRESSION ROLLER

STEEL HOOK

ANTI LIFT BAR

Our door security options have been designed to give you, your 
home and your family the ultimate protection against forced entry. 

The Options we offer include...

DOOR SECURITY 39

Peace of mind...     ...for you and your family

Multi point locking as standard



Glazing Options

GEORGIAN BARINTERNAL BLINDS
Georgian Bar is a fretwork system that sits 
inside the double glazed unit. It replicates 
the look of a traditional Georgian window 
but is easier to maintain as the bars are 
inside the unit, leaving you with smooth 
areas of glass to clean instead of lots of 
individual panes.

ASTRIGAL BAR

SPECIFICATION INCLUDES...
SPECIFICATION INCLUDES...

Can be fitted to any style of window

Attractive choice of finish available

Easy maintenance and cleaning 

Internal or external bar  - the choice is yours

Attractive, maintenance free and easy 
to operate, internal blinds are a popular 
alternative to other window coverings. 
The blind sits within the sealed unit and is  
operated by a unique magnetic system 
that has been thoroughly tried and tested.

Astrigal Bars feature on the outside of the 
glass and offer that Georgian appearance of 
individual panes that can make all the difference 
when looking for authenticity or individuality.

CHOICE OF FINISH   ... PAGE  42

Smooth, easy action to open and close

Maintenance free - no dust or cleaning

Improved solar control  - no UV fading

Attractive range of colours available

Adding a bar feature can greatly enhance the appearance of your 
windows and looks stunning on Georgian town houses as well as 
period or contemporary style homes.

They can be fitted to most window styles and will 
greatly enhance the look of your home and add 
a touch of nostalgia to its appearance.

Can be fitted to any style of window
Attractive choice of colour finish
Wide range of glass options

SPECIFICATION INCLUDES...
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SEE BACK PAGE FOR 
CONTACT DETAILS

FREE ADVICE  
 AND QUOTATION 



To further enhance your chosen style of window, we offer a fantastic range 
of decorative panels and bevelled glass designs. 
A must have for fanlight windows in period homes, they will also add an 
individual touch to your conservatory fanlights and any window where you 
want to maintain some privacy as well as let the light pour in.

A sample of obscure glass patterns

Add some colour 

AN EXAMPLE OF DECORATIVE & BEVEL GLASS DESIGNS

PILKINGTON ARCTIC PILKINGTON CONTORA

PILKINGTON AUTUMN PILKINGTON WARWICK

PILKINGTON STIPPOLYTE

PILKINGTON SYCAMORE

PILKINGTON FLEMISH

PILKINGTON FLORIELLE PILKINGTON TAFFETA

PILKINGTON OAK PILKINGTON COTSWOLD

PILKINGTON CHARCOAL PILKINGTON PELERINE

PILKINGTON EVERGLADE

PILKINGTON MINSTER

SPECIFICATION INCLUDES...
Hand crafted using slim-line bevelled glass we offer a range of set 
designs or a bespoke option to your individual design preference.

For privacy, pure style or to allow more light into internal rooms, 
decorative glass gives you a whole range of attractive options.

To see a comprehensive choice of stained, leaded and patterned glass options, 
ask your Sales Advisor to show you the latest style catalogue..

GLAZING OPTIONS 41



An attractive choice of finish

The choice of PVCu finish we offer is designed so that it  
suits both the interior and exterior of your home.

With Brilliant White, Schwarz Braun, Mellow Oak or 
Rosewood in our range there are many permutations 
to give you the best of both worlds.

PVCu WINDOW & DOOR COLOURS

Choose from the best of both worlds to suit your interior and exterior decoration

White Rosewood on White  Rosewood Mellow Oak Mellow Oak on White Schwarz Braun on White

PERMUTATIONS

COMPOSITE DOOR COLOURS
We have a superb choice of colours for our 
Composite Door range - you can have a 
different colour on each side of the door. 
Every colour is UV resistant.

Due to the limitations of the lithographic printing process, 
colour samples may not be an exact match to the actual colours 

PLEASE NOTE :

STANDARD COLOUR OPTIONS - WITH WHITE FRAME AS STANDARD

Green RedBlue Cream Chartwell Green Mellow Oak

Schwarz BraunWhite Irish Oak Grey Duck Egg Blue Rosewood
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Hardware Options
Stylish and very durable, we offer a choice of quality
furniture to compliment door and window colours.

PROSTYLE DOOR HANDLES

STANDARD LETTER BOxES - PVCu DOORS
The sleek, modern design of our standard letter box will compliment every door.

WHITEBLACK
GOLD

SATIN

SILVER ANODISED GOLD

Our Prostyle choice of door handles are of 
premium quality and designed to enhance
any choice of door.

PROLINEA LETTER BOxES - COMPOSITE DOORS

Our Prolinea range of letter boxes are of premium quality and designed to last.

POLISHED  CHROMEBLACK  CHROMEWHITE GOLDBRUSHED  CHROME BLACK

PAD HANDLES

Available in the Prostyle door handle colours above

Our pad handle is a classic 
alternative to the lever design.

FINISH AND FURNITURE 43

CHROME

WHITE

BLACK

BLACK CHROME

GOLD

BRUSHED  CHROME

LOCKING WINDOW  HANDLES

Ergonomically designed and easy 
to operate, our range of window 
handles will provide years of 
trouble free use.

CHROME WHITE BLACK GOLD



CASEMENT ST YLESVERTICAL SL IDER ST YLES

BAY AND BOW ST YLES

The fan light and opening permutations for our casement style window are infinite and made to suit your individual requirements

Our Bay and Bow styles are available in a choice of multi faceted designs with openers and fanlight combinations to suit your requirements

Vertically sliding to open, our sash windows can also be tilted inwards for easy cleaning.

WINDOW STYLES44


